PART NUMBER: SE1002

THIS KIT WORKS WITH: SEATSAVER SEATGLOVES AND MOST AFTERMARKET SEAT COVERS. IT CAN ALSO BE USED WITHOUT SEAT COVERS.

IMPORTANT

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED WITH HEATING ELEMENT KIT AND NOTE ALL CAUTIONS BEFORE CONNECTING ELEMENTS TO VEHICLE POWER.

STEP 1. With non-slip side of the envelope facing down, insert heater elements into envelopes. Make sure the blue side faces upward, with the electrical connectors protruding out of the envelopes.

STEP 2. Turn units over and close envelopes with hook and loop fasteners.

STEP 3. Make sure heating elements are positioned correctly in envelopes.

STEP 4. Pull back existing seat covers to access seat cushions and backrests. Install the seat base envelopes with non-slip side on seating surface.
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STEP 5. Pass webbing strap and buckle under seat bottom and attach to corresponding buckle at front (Bottom envelopes only).

STEP 6. With bottom envelopes secure, insert envelopes for backrests between seat covers and seatbacks. Or, if used without seat covers, secure the top section to the top of the seat with the webbing strap and side release buckle.

STEP 7. Check positioning of envelopes for proper alignment and electrical connector access.

STEP 8. Once again, it is very important to read all instructions provided with heating element kit. Note all cautions and warnings when connecting heating element kit to vehicle power.

For Technical questions only (NO Warranty issues)
CALL: 877-607-8941 or email at info@heatyourseat.com
For Warranty questions only, CALL Covercraft Industries at 1-800-4-covers (426-8377) or email at sales@covercraft.com